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.Rafael Benítez has said Newcastle United’s sole aim now is to beat fellow strugglers Wigan Athletic in
their next fixture, and claimed his team must learn to fight for every point they can get. Newcastle’s 2-1

defeat in the Manchester Derby on Sunday left them just three points above the Premier League
relegation zone, with manager Benítez set to tell players on Thursday that they must take the fight to his
former club. “We have three points, but we have to have more than that,” Benítez said at his post-match
press conference. “We have to fight hard, that’s our only objective, be positive. “We played with seven
players on the pitch today, and it is a shame because we played well. We have to learn to show more of
our personality because these games are important. We have to learn to fight and be positive. We are in

a situation we have to work hard and give everything.” Wigan manager Roberto Martínez suggested
Newcastle’s players were suffering from a recurrence of a stress fracture in their training ground, before

claiming “a lot of things are surprising” about the Magpies. Benítez had been heavily criticised for his
team selection after the 3-0 Premier League derby mauling against Sunderland on Saturday and

Martínez believes the Spaniard must shoulder some of the blame. “It’s a good point for me to be in
charge,” said Martínez, who is without the injured Carlos Tevez. “It is good for me, not only me but for
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the players, because I want to show my personality, and I want to see them enjoying playing football
again. “It is like when you are with a group of players and they are good in training but when you play
them they are not like that, because you want them to play the football they enjoy. Now we are a bit

tired, but we hope after the Wigan game and after the Arsenal game we will be better, more positive and
happier for the future.” the terms in -89*r + 210*r - 51*r - 52*r. -4*r Collect the terms in -358*j**3 -

121*j**2 + 121*j**2 + 9*
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